Hi-Vac Specialists (HVS) offers a 3 month warranty on leak detectors rebuilt by HVS or sold as rebuilt. Used leak detectors carry a 30 day warranty. Warranties apply solely to repair, rebuild, rebuilt and refurbished services or products. They cover only the operation and performance of the specific equipment serviced and are limited to defects in materials and workmanship. Repair work warranties do not cover items that were not replaced or repaired as part of the charged repair, rebuild services. These warranties expressly exclude damages due to shipping, misuse or negligence of equipment, contamination from process, failure of expendable items (such as filaments, oils, belts and lamps) or failure due to lack of maintenance. HVS also disclaims damages due to normal wear, as determined by HVS. We assume no responsibility for losses of product, material, time, contracts, money or any equipment that has not been serviced by HVS. Defective items shall be repaired or replaced at the discretion of HVS. HVS products must be returned to HVS for warranty and other services and the customer will be responsible for all shipping, insurance and other costs in connection with sending the goods to and from HVS.